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INTRODUCTION

¡ Beam losses in particle accelerators.

¡ Beam Delivery Simulation and building Monte 
Carlo models to study beam losses.

¡ Pyg4ometry: programmatic radiation transport 
geometry building using Python

¡ Applications and future work.
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MOTIVATION

¡ Beam losses in any beamline are unavoidable.

¡ Need radiation transport codes to understand beam losses:

¡ Minimize heating of superconducting elements.

¡ Minimize backgrounds in experiments.

¡ Optimizing shielding and dosage calculations (e.g., for a patient!).

¡ Typically, one will use FLUKA or Geant4 in HEP applications.
¡ Others include MCNP, MARS and PENELOPE.  Different codes, different capabilities.

¡ Specific applications of Geant4 to particle accelerators include BDSIM (developed at RHUL :) ) and G4Beamline.
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BEAM LOSSES

Detector

impact scattering EM shower energy deposition secondaries
reach

detector

quadrupole quadrupole sector bend

beam

¡ Particles don’t just 
stop when impacting 
upon material.

¡ Will generally travel 
downstream for 
some distance.

¡ Depositing energy 
along the beamline, 
some of it possibly 
sensitive or cold.

¡ Secondaries possibly 
picked up in 
detectors.
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Accelerator 
tracking here Radiation transport simulation here



BEAM DELIVERY SIMULATION (BDSIM)

Simple machine textual description with resulting Geant4 model 
in BDSIM.

¡ Automatic Geant4 accelerator models.

¡ Combine particle physics of Geant4 with accelerator 
tracking routines.

¡ Many applications to study of beam losses and 
experimental backgrounds.

¡ Simple MAD-X-style input.

¡ Developed at RHUL over the past 15 years.

BDSIM: An accelerator tracking code with 
particle-matter interactions, Computer Physics 
Communications, 2020.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cpc.2020.107200
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Beam

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cpc.2020.107200


BDSIM (CONT.)

Quadrupole yoke stylesAperture types
Particle shower

¡ Fully customizable geometries (both predefined component styles and 
custom GDML) and fields.

¡ Full event-level output (ROOT) storage enabling full access to features 
within the event.

¡ Precisely identify source of backgrounds or energy deposition, e.g. position in 
phase space or loss point.

¡ All of Geant4’s validated physics easily applied to beamlines.
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CUSTOM GEOMETRY

¡ Automating the building of 
Monte Carlo radiation 
transport geometry is one 
solution.

¡ What about when it is not 
enough?

¡ Shielding design.

¡ Special components.

¡ Targets.
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Generic component
Generic component

???

Special geometry goes here
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DEVELOPING BESPOKE GEOMETRY FOR GEANT4

¡ Implement the geometry directly in C++ or 
use Geant4’s persistency format GDML.

¡ These solutions can be cumbersome and 
difficult to get right.

¡ Compile times and nonconforming GDML
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Geant4 geometry in compiled C++

Declarative XML-based GDML 
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LOADING CUSTOM GEOMETRY IN GEANT4 FROM CAD

¡ A good option is to directly 
use CAD geometry in the 
Monte Carlo simulation.

¡ However, these can often be
poorly-suited for such 
simulations (bugs, overlaps, 
missing materials), and require 
additional preprocessing.

¡ Would benefit from a set of
utilities to make this easier.
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Standard 
Tessellated 
Format (STL)

Geant4

FreeCAD (above), Geant4 (bottom)



RATIONALE

¡ Geometry preparation for Monte Carlo (MC) 
simulations is difficult.

¡ Develop a general-purpose Python API for
writing, visualizing and debugging Monte Carlo 
Radiation Transport geometry.

¡ Read and write many different MC formats as 
possible for maximum flexibility.

¡ Maximize use of extremely mature open-source 
libraries in Python.

¡ More physicists know Python than any other 
language.
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FreeCAD
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PYTHON GEOMETRY SCRIPTING USING PYG4OMETRY
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Geometry scripting using Python

Materials

Solids

Geometry hierarchy
definition

Write to GDML

Visualise (shown right)
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VTK visualizer in Pyg4ometry



FLUKA SCRIPTING

¡ Also support pure Python 
FLUKA scripting.

¡ Enables programmatic 
manipulation of FLUKA 
geometries: previously 
not possible.

¡ Includes conversion to
and from FLUKA.
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GEOMETRY CONVERSION

¡ Arbitrary transformations of in-memory 
geometry enabling geometry conversions 
between different formats:

¡ FLUKA to Geant4

¡ Geant4 Geant4 to FLUKA

¡ STL and CAD to Geant4

¡ Difficult and error-prone to design a 
geometry in either FLUKA or Geant4.

¡ If you want to try a different code, you 
must start from scratch.

¡ Instead with Pyg4ometry simply convert 
between the two formats, saving many 
hours of time, without errors.
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FLUKA (flair)

Geant4 ray tracer
Pyg4ometry (VTK)

Vacuum chamber 
designed in FLUKA 
using flair before 
automatic conversion 
to Geant4.
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CONVERSION: FLUKA TO GDML
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¡ KLEVER QFS Quadrupole designed in 
FLAIR and translated to Geant4.

Simple Pyg4ometry script

Geant4FLUKA (FLAIR)



OVERLAP DETECTION

¡ Errors in the geometry preparation can result in 
incorrect results at run-time in any Monte Carlo 
code.

¡ Generally, these errors are ”overlaps”.

¡ Must be eliminated for accurate simulation

¡ Extremely user-friendly overlap visualization in 
Pyg4ometry offers substantial improvement over 
previous solutions.
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Geant4 overlap diagnostic

Pyg4ometry overlap diagnostic (shown in 
highlighted volumes)



COMPOSITION AND NOVEL WORKFLOWS
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¡ Novel workflows enable composing a 
model from many different sources with 
ease.



CONCLUSION
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¡ All radiation transport codes need a sense of geometry, but developing that geometry can be
very difficult.

¡ We have developed a general-purpose Python API for Monte Carlo Radiation transport 
geometry to massively ease this this process.

¡ Conversions to and from many formats.

¡ Proven usefulness to the physics community as now being used in simulating many 
experiments: 

¡ FASER, LUXE, ATLAS NCB, LHC collimation, medical beamlines, and others.

¡ Future is bright, great deal of possibilities due to Python being the standard language for 
hundreds of advanced libraries.
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